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In state practice there were numerous attempts to claim vast areas of oceans оп the basis of 

an historical title. Usually those claims are higi11y contentious and are met with strong opposition 

from other states. Having in mind the inconsistency in the position of Ukraine itself, it is necessary 

to analyze in depth whether Ukraine and Russia are entitled legitimately to claim the entire Azov 

Sea and the Kerch Strait as their internal waters. For tl1e purposes thereof, firstly, the Ьilateral 

agreements between Ukraine and Russia will Ье examined. Secondly, the norms of the general 

international Iaw will Ье employed. 

3.2.1. The Status of the Azov Sea as EstaЫished in Вilateral Agreements between Ukraine 

and Russia 

From 1917 till 1991 the status of the Azov Sea was determined Ьу the USSR. In this regard 

the Azov Sea was treated and considered as internal waters of the USSR. As it has been already 

mentioned, after the breakup of the USSR in 1991, Ukraine advocated for the Azov Sea to Ье 

treated as the enclosed sea having all the maritime zones estaЫished in UNCLOS while Russia 

aimed to maintain the status of the internal waters shared between two coastal states. 

After numerous rounds of negotiations, Ukraine and Russia managed to agree in the Treaty 

оп the Ukrainian-Russian State Border, which was signed оп January 28, 2003128
, that the Sea of 

Azov and the Kerch Strait are their internal waters. Despite the fact that the treaty is а framework 

document determining mostly the Iand border between the two countries, including rivers and 

lakes, it also gives the fundamental approach to the issues related with the Azov Sea and the Kerch 

Strait. Article 5 of this Treaty for the first time officially defined the Azov Sea and the Kerch Strait 

as intemal waters of the two states, namely declaring that "nothing in this Treaty is detrimental to 

the positions of Ukraine and the Russian Federation regarding the status of the Sea of Azov and 

the Kerch Strait as the intemal waters of the two states". 

Оп December 24, 2003, Ukraine and Russia entered into the Agreement оп Cooperation оп 

the Use of the Sea of Azov and the Kerch Strait that was ratified Ьу Verhovna Rada оп April 20, 

2004129
• Article 1 of this Agreement repeats Article 5 of the Treaty between Ukraine and the 

Russian Federation оп the Ukrainian-Russian State Border and proclaims "the Azov Sea and the 

Kerch Strait are historically the intemal waters of Ukraine and the Russian Federation". Оп the 

same day the President of Ukraine Leonid Kuchma and the President of the Russian Federation 

128 "Доrовiр мiж Украiною i Росinською Федерацirю про украiнсько-росinсью1n державннn кордон вiд 28.01.2003", accessed 2018 April 
15, littp://7.akcщ 1. rndп.gov.uaЛa\\·s/slюw/643 157 
129 "Доrовiр мiж Украiною та Росinською Федерацirю про спiвробiтництво у використаннi Азовського моря i Керченськоi протоки вiд 
24.12.2003", accessed 2018 April 15, http:l/zakon5.radu_gov.шi/laws/shc1\v/643 205, "Ратифiкацiя вiд 20.04.2004, пiдстава Закон Украiни Про 
ратифiкацiю Договору мiж Украiною та Росinською Федерацirю про спiвробiтництво у використаннi Азовського моря i Керченськоi 
протоки вiд 20.04.2004 № 1682-IV'', accessed 2018 April 15, l1ttp://7.akш15. rada. go\'. ua'la\\·s/s110,,•il 682-15 
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